
YAC Activity Idea: Make a Roman Sandal

Activity Name: Make a Roman sandal

Scenario/Introduction to activity: The production of shoes and footwear has
been an important industry over time. It can be linked into a wider context of
design and manufacturing as well as the associated tanning and leather making
industries. This activity provides the children with an opportunity to make a
Roman sandal.

You have: List the equipment you need for the activity
Template
Pens/tailors chalk
Thin Leather or similar material
Scissors
A large needle
A hole punch
Wool or thread for stitching
Leather cord for the laces

Activity: Describe it
Begin by drawing around the template onto the leather and then cutting out the
pattern; to make shoes to fit different sized feet simply enlarge or reduce the
pattern on a photocopier. NB: Make sure the children draw in where the holes
are! With the hole punch, punch the required number of holes and cut out the
holes for the laces. Follow the sewing guide to stitch side A to side B, then stitch
the heel to sides C and D. To thread the sandals follow the picture guide.

Children could evaluate the design of the sandal and see if they think they can
make any improvements to it. For example, how could the sandal be made
better to cope with British weather conditions? How could the sole be made
more hard wearing for soldiers marching great distances everyday? In reality
soldier's sandals had hobnails on the soles; this gave them better grip, made
them more hard wearing and had the added benefit of making them noisy which
helped to instil fear into enemies!

Useful questions:
How do we know that Roman sandals looked like this and were made in this way
when leather does not usually survive archaeologically?

Research Opportunities:
Try experimenting with placing different patterns of nails onto the soles of
sandals (you could use drawing pins into a card sole instead of hobnails into
wood and leather!) Is there an optimum pattern for comfort?

Useful Websites:
You can find various images of period shoes by searching on google images
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